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Total Mark (420 Marks) 

I- VOCABULARY (50 Marks) 

A) From a, b c and d choose the right answer: (5x5 = 20 Marks) 

1- Kuwaiti government encourages its people to show a greater ………………. 

towards people of other cultures. 

a- tolerance (U: 2/L:1-2)       b- calcium                 c- venue               d- creed 

2- Countries are spending millions of dollars in order to be able to ……………….. 

in the international market.  

a- absorb                       b- compete (U:4/L:1-2)              c- simulate          d- 

evoke  

3- These chemicals have a/an …………………. impact on the environment. 

a- inspirational        b- grilled    c- geometric        d- detrimental(U: 3/L:7-8) 

4- We need to …………….someone as an assistant to help with all this paperwork. 

a- Voice                        b- employ(U:4/L:1-2)    c- navigate            d- deserve  

5- The Gulf region witnessed a/an …………………of skilled workers after the oil 

discovery. 

a- iron                          b- pomegranate      c- influx (U:3/L:7-8)    d- arthritis 

B) Fill in the spaces with the correct word from the list: (5X5= 25 Marks) 

     (profitable(U:3/L:7-8) / master (U:2/L:4-5) / obesity(U:1/L:3) / 

design(U:3/L:1-2) / comprise / diverse(U:2/L:4-5)) 

6- A diet that is high in fat and sugar can lead to obesity(U:1/L:3) 

7- Watching English movies helps you master (U:2/L:4-5) the English language. 

8- These sales' figures are a good indication of another profitable(U:3/L:7-8) year. 

9- Have you seen the distinctive design(U:3/L:1-2) of the new lobby? 

10-  There is a diverse(U:2/L:4-5))range of opinion of the issue.  
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II- Grammar  (40 Marks)  

A) From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (4X5= 20 Marks) 

11- The conference will be held ……………April 21st.  

a- on      (U:2/L:4-5)          b- at                        c- at                        d- in 

12- Fahed is …………………of the four brothers in the family. 

a- old               b- elder                  c- the eldest  (U: 3/L:4-5)         d- eldest 

13- She bought a ……………………watch last year. 

a- beautiful gold Italian                        b- Italian beautiful gold 

c- gold beautiful Italian                         d- beautiful Italian gold (U:1/L:4-5) 

14- We ………………..outside the house when it started to rain. 

a- walk           b- walking        c- was walking      d- were walking (U:1/L:4-5) 

B) Do as shown in brackets:  (4x 5=  20  Marks) 

15- That road has four lanes. (U:3/L:4-5)       (Use ……Compound Adjective) 

It is a four-lane road. 

16- There are 24 students in my class.  (U:5/L:4-5)          (Make Question) 

How many students are there in your class? 

17- If you read books, you will get a lot of information. (U:4/L:4-5) 

                                                                         (Use …....The more …..the more) 

The more books you read, the more information you will get 

18- They make plastic out of polymer.            (Make …........Passive) 

Plastic is made out of polymer. 

 III-LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (40 Marks) 

A) Write what you would say in the following situations: (4X10=40 Marks) 

         19- . Your friend says that TV is useless and a waste of time. 

           Any reasonable response 

         20. You want to buy a new smart phone but your father refuses. 

           Any reasonable response 

         21.  Your cousin didn’t attend your birthday party last night. 

           Any reasonable response 

         22- You were told the Math teacher is absent that day. 

           Any reasonable response 
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IV- SET-BOOK QUESTIONS (30 Marks) 

Answer THREE questions of the following: (3X10=30 Marks) 

       23- Why is mentoring so important for people of different ages? (U: 2/L:1-2) 

- It teaches people how to make use of their time. 

- It teaches people how fun it is to work with others. 

       24- How can you keep your body in tip-top shape? (U:1/L:1-2) 

- We can eat healthy food. 

- We can do regular exercise. 

- We can avoid eating fast food. 

      25- How will computer games be like in the future? (U:4/L:1-2) 

- Computer games will be more realistic. 

- Computer games will be more naturalistic. 

      26- Why do people in Kuwait insist on wearing traditional clothes? (Focus on) 

- It is an important part of their heritage. 

- It is comfortable. 

(Any Reasonable Answer is Acceptable) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



V. Writing (100 marks)  

Attempt the following topic:                                                                       Expository  

 

Obesity is becoming a big problem and serious issue all over the world. It can have 

negative effects on many systems in your body and cause health problems.  

 

Plan and write an essay of not less than 12 sentences (140 words) in which you state 

the causes and effects of obesity.  

 

NB: (your essay should include an introduction, two-body paragraphs and a conclusion)  

 

Outline (20 marks)  
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I:………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

Body:………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

Paragraph one:……………………………………………………..  

……………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………. 

Paragraph two: ……………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Conclusion: ……………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 



Write your topic here (80 marks) 
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Outlining Exposition 

of ideas 

and 

coherence 

Paragraphing 

and number 

of sentences 

Spelling Grammar Handwriting, 

Spacing and 

punctuation 

 

Total 

20 40 10 10 10 10 100 

       



 
 

VI. Reading Comprehension (80 marks)  

Read the following passage carefully, and then answer the questions below: 

       It's not unusual for young people to experience "the blues" or feel "down in the 

dumps" occasionally. Adolescence is always an unsetting time, with the many physical, 

emotional psychological and social changes that accompany this stage of life.  

      Adolescent depression is increasing at an alarming rate. Recent surveys indicate that 

as many as one in five teens suffer from clinical depression. This is a serious problem that 

calls for prompt, appropriate treatment. Depression can take several forms, including 

bipolar disorder (formally called manic-depression), which is a condition that alternates 

between periods of euphoria and depression. 

      Depression can be difficult to diagnose in teens because adults may expect teens to act 

moody. Also, adolescents do not always understand or express their feelings very well. 

They may not be aware of the symptoms of depression and may not seek help. The 

symptoms that indicate depression, particularly when they last for more than two weeks, 

include: poor performance in school, withdrawal from friends and activities, sadness and 

hopelessness, anger and rage, overreaction to criticism, lack of enthusiasm, energy or 

motivation and suicidal thoughts or actions.  

      Depression is serious and, if left untreated, can worsen to the point of becoming life-

threatening. If depressed teens refuse treatment, it may be necessary for family members 

or other concerned adults to seek professional advice. Therapy can help teens understand 

why they are depressed and learn how to cope with stressful situations. Depending on the 

solution, treatment may consist of individual, group or family counseling. Medications that 

can be prescribed by a psychiatrist may be necessary to help teens feel better.  

      When adolescents are depressed, they have a tough time believing that their outlook 

can improve. But professional treatment can have a dramatic impact on their lives. It can 

put them back on track and bring them hope for the future.  

 

From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (8×10= 80 marks)  

27- What is the best title of the passage?  

a. Adolescent Problems  

b. Adolescent Depression  

c. Teens and Adults  

d. Adolescent Health  

28- The main idea of paragraph three is:  

a. Symptoms of depression 

b. Causes of depression 

c. Treatment of depression  

d. Stages of depression  



 

29- Which best defines the idiom " down in the dumps" as used in paragraph one? 

a. Feel happy 

b. Feel proud  

c. Feel unhappy 

d. Feel exhausted 

30- What does the underlined word they in paragraph 3 refer to?  

a. Adults  

b. Feelings 

c. Symptoms  

d. Adolescents  

31- What is the meaning of the underlined word cope in paragraph four? 

a. To not be successful in achieving something 

b. To deal successfully with something difficult 

c. To succeed in reaching a goal 

d. To do what was hoped for  

32- What is the opposite of the underlined word increasing in paragraph two?  

a. Multiplying  

b. Waning  

c. Decreasing 

d. Vanishing  

33- According to the third paragraph:  

a. 20 % of teens suffer from clinical depression 

b. 20 % of teens have bipolar disorder 

c. All teens suffer from adolescent depression  

d. All teens have bipolar disorder 

34- According to the passage all the following statements are true except:  

a. Adolescence is accompanied with many changes  

b. It is not easy to diagnose depression in teens  

c. Depression can be sometimes life-threatening  

d. Poor performance in school and lack of enthusiasm are the main causes of 

depression  

 

 

 

 



VII. Summary Making (60 marks) 

In FOUR sentences, summarize and paraphrase the following passage in an answer 

to the following question: (4× 15 = 60 marks)  

What are the best time management tips for achieving your goals?  

         One of the most effective skills you can have in life is powerful and effective time 

management. If you don’t set your goals the right way, then you will lack the proper 

targets, which will force you to fall of the track. Another great time management tip is to 

use the 80-20 Rule. This rule states that 80% of the efforts comes from 20% of the results. 

In addition, use your time wisely by eliminating your bad habits if you are serious about 

achieving big goals in life. One of the biggest time-wasters we have are our bad habits. 

Finally, take frequent breaks when working to keep your mental, emotional and physical 

states at peak levels.  

        The students' answers should include:  

Setting goals the right way to achieve proper targets. Using the 80-20 rule. Using time 

wisely by eliminating bad habits. Taking frequent breaks when working.  
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VIII. Translation (20 marks)  

Translate the following into good English: (2×10=20 marks)  

 أحمد: يعتقد الأغلبية في المجلس أن المطار الجديد هو فكرة جيدة ومربحة. 

Ahmed: The majority of the council believe that the new airport is a good and 

profitable idea. 

 فهد: هذا صحيح , فهو سيفيد كل السكان ويقوي النمو الاقتصادي للبلد.

Fahad: That's right, it will benefit all the inhabitants and strengthen the economic 

growth of the country.  

 


